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ABSTRACT

The common-focus-point technology �CFP� describes
prestack migration by focusing in two steps: emission and de-
tection. The output of the first focusing step represents a CFP
gather. This gather defines a shot record that represents the
subsurface response resulting from a focused source wave-
field. We propose applying the recursive shot-record, depth-
migration algorithm to the CFP gathers of a seismic data vol-
ume and refer to this process as CFP-gather migration. In the
situation of complex geology and/or low signal-to-noise ra-
tio, CFP-based image gathers are easier to interpret for non-
alignment than the conventional image gathers. This makes
the CFP-based image gathers better suited for velocity analy-
sis. This important property is illustrated by examples on the
Marmousi model.

INTRODUCTION

Common-focus-point �CFP� gathers have been introduced by
erkhout �1992, 1997� and been further developed in the DELPHI
roject of the University of Delft �Thorbecke, 1997�. CFP technolo-
y has been used successfully for velocity-independent redatuming
Kelamis et al., 1999�, to estimate Green’s functions and velocity
odels �Kabir and Verschuur, 1997; Bolte et al., 1999; Hegge et al.,

999; Brisbourne et al., 2000�, and to suppress internal multiples
Berkhout and Verschuur, 2000�. In this paper, CFP technology is
sed for an alternative approach to shot-record migration.

A CFP gather can be considered as a shot record, the source of
hich is given by its focusing operator. Hence, a CFP gather can be
igrated by a generalized shot-record migration algorithm, where

he source wavefield is given by the focusing operator and the shot
ecord by the CFP gather. We first set up a general framework for
hot-record migration and then integrate the CFP gathers into this
ramework.
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WRW MODEL

The so-called WRW model �Berkout, 1980� is an attractive start-
ng point for the derivation of new seismic processing algorithms. In
his model, wavefields are formulated in the �x,y,�� domain in terms
f operators. In the discrete version, these operators represent vec-
ors and matrices. Looking at primary wavefields only, we may write
he following:

downgoing wavefield:

S j
+�zm,zs� = W�zm,zs�S j

+�zs�; �1a�

upgoing wavefields:

�P j
−�zr,zs� = �

m=1

M

W�zr,zm�R�zm,zm�S j
+�zm,zs�; �1b�

measurements:

�P j�zr,zs� = D j�zr,zr��P j
−�zr,zs� . �1c�

In the primary wavefield �equations 1a–c�, detector-matrix D j

zr,zr� and source-vector S j
+�zs� represent the angle-dependent ac-

uisition information for a one-shot record �geometry, field arrays,
ource signature�, j being the position of the source array. Matrices

�zr,zm� and W�zm,zs� quantify the angle-dependent propagation
roperties between all individual grid points of the acquisition sur-
aces zr and zs and depth level zm, respectively �each row represents
n upward- and downward-propagation operator, respectively�. Ma-
rix R�zm,zm� quantifies the angle-dependent reflection properties for
ownward-traveling waves �each column represents one reflection
perator� at depth level zm �see Figure 1�. For a complex overburden,
he columns of W can define multiarrival events. The � before P j in
quation 1b indicates reflection data without surface and internal
ultiples.
From the primary-wavefield equations 1a–c, it follows that the

rimary reflection measurements may also be written as �Figure 2�:

�P j�zr,zs� = D j�zr,zr��X�zr,zs�S j
+�zs� , �2a�
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S274 Thorbecke and Berkhout
here matrix �X�zr,zs� defines the earth’s multidimensional trans-
er operators for primary reflections, each column representing one
ransfer operator:

�X�zr,zs� = �
m=1

M

W�zr,zm�R�zm,zm�W�zm,zs� . �2b�

quations 2a and b are generally referred to as the WRW model
Berkhout, 1980�. The WRW model presents a detail-hiding formu-
ation of wavefield measurements that include the influence of ac-
uisition arrays as well as mode conversion.

GENERALIZED SHOT-RECORD MIGRATION

The goal of migration is to remove the propagation effects of the
rimary wavefield and image the reflections at the correct positions
n the subsurface. The generalized shot-record migration algorithm
Berkhout, 1982, p. 218–220� is given by

S j
+�zm,zs� = W�zm,zs�S j

+�zs� , �3a�

P j
−�zm,zs� = F�zm,zr�P j

−�zr,zs� , �3b�

here equation 3a represents forward extrapolation of the source
avefield and equation 3b represents inverse extrapolation of the re-

orded wavefield. Note that P j contains all internal and free surface
ultiples. The extrapolated wavefields are related to the reflection

nformation at depth level zm by

igure 1. One basic element of the WRW model, visualized by a ray-
ath. In the continuous formulation, the propagation and reflection
perators are integral kernels. In the discrete formulation, they
epresent matrices. Note that depth levels zs, zr and zm may be gener-
lized to zs�x,y�, zr�x,y� and zm�x,y�.

igure 2. WRW forward model for primary reflections, representing
he inverse imaging equations for seismic data. Note that in practice
r and zs often represent the acquisition surface z0, meaning that S+

nd D include the effect of the stress-free property of earth surface z .
0
P j
−�zm,zs� = R�zm,zm�S j

+�zm,zs� . �4�

rom this equation, the reflection information R�zm,zm� can be de-
ived from S j

+�zm,zs� and P j
−�zm,zs� by matrix inversion.

Accurate extrapolation of wavefields is a computationally expen-
ive task. By cleverly choosing the two wavefields S j

+ and P j
−, it is

ossible to do the shot-record migration more efficiently. Let us first
onsider the recursive version of the shot-record migration equa-
ions 3a and b.

ecursive extrapolation for shot-record migration

The forward and inverse extrapolation matrices represented by W
nd F in migration equations 3a and b, respectively, can be imple-
ented in many different ways. To handle the propagation through a

omplex subsurface, a recursive extrapolation scheme in the space-
requency domain is used �Berkhout, 1982, p. 201–206�:

W�zm,zs� = W�zm,zm−1�W�zm−1,zm−2� . . . W�z1,zs� , �5a�

F�zm,zr� = F�zm,zm−1�F�zm−1,zm−2� . . . F�z1,zr� , �5b�

here for every recursive inverse operator, we use the approxima-
ion F = �W* �T. The rows of the recursive W and F matrices con-
ain spatial convolution operators. These optimized finite-difference
perators are calculated only once for the velocity and frequency
ange of interest and are stored in a table. During the extrapolation,
he operator needed for the current frequency and velocity at posi-
ion �xi,zm� is read from the table �Blacquière, 1989�. For instance,
ne extrapolation step from zm−1 to zm is given by the space-variant
onvolutions:

S j
+�zm,zs� = W�zm,zm−1�S j

+�zm−1,zs� , �6a�

P j
−�zm,zs� = F�zm,zm−1�P j

−�zm−1,zs� , �6b�

here W and F are band matrices. For a detailed discussion about
alculating short optimized extrapolation operators for 2D and 3D
avefield extrapolation, see Holberg �1988� and Thorbecke et al.

2004�.

maging principle for shot-record migration

The reflection equation 4 shows that the reflectivity matrix
�zm,zm� cannot be determined from one shot record unless we as-

ume that R�zm,zm� can be approximated by a diagonal matrix
ˆ �zm,zm� of effective reflection coefficients. Effective reflection co-
fficients equal physical reflection coefficients if the reflection prop-
rty at zm is largely angle independent or the incident wavefield is lo-
ally close to a plane wave, or both. Using the concept of effective
eflection coefficients, we avoid full matrix inversion, and the reflec-
ion equation 4 may be rewritten as

P j
−�zm,zs� = R̂�zm,zm�S j

+�zm,zs� �7a�

or each temporal-frequency component. If we aim at frequency-
veraged reflection coefficients, stable inversion of imaging equa-
ion 7a is given by
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Depth migration using CFP gathers S275
R̂ij�zm,zm� =
��

Pij
−�zm,zs��Sij

+�zm,zs��*

��
�Sij

+�zm,zs��2
, �7b�

ith i ranging along zm and j ranging along zs.
In addition, if we also aim at one angle-averaged reflection coeffi-

ient for each grid point �xi,zm�, another summation can be carried
ut:

R̂�xi,zm� = �
j

��
Pij

−�zm,zs��Sij
+�zm,zs��*

��
�Sij

+�zm,zs��2
, �7c�

ith the summation over j meaning a summation over all involved
hot records.

For a given i, imaging equation 7b shows the images of the in-
olved shot records �j is variable� of grid point �xi,zm�. If the under-
ying velocity distribution is correct, these images are aligned and
an be found at t = 0. If the process of extrapolation and imaging is
pplied for all depth levels of interest, the resulting images can be
ollected in an image gather for lateral position xi �source position x j

nd depth position zm are variable�.

ecursive migration of CFP gathers

Migration of CFP gathers is similar to migration of shot records.
onsidering focusing in emission, a trace in a CFP gather is comput-
d by weighted summation �in phase and amplitude� along the sourc-
s in a common-receiver gather so that the constructed wavefront
j
−�zr,zf� originates from a notional source at point �xj,zf� in the sub-
urface. The CFP gather for focusing in emission is given by

P j
−�zr,zf� = �P�zr,zs�F j�zs,zf� , �8�

here F j�zs,zf� is the focusing operator containing the weights in
mplitude and phase. Considering the WRW model, the CFP gather
s a shot record with a focusing source array given by

S j
+�zs,zf� = S�zs�F j�zs,zf� . �9�

The principle of combining shot gathers at the surface for the syn-
hesis of areal source responses, also referred to as areal shot-record
echnology, was introduced by Berkhout �1992� and further investi-
ated by Rietveld �1995�. Extrapolation of the CFP gather in equa-
ion 8 and the focusing-source array in equation 9 from depth level
m−1 to depth level zm can be represented by the recursive extrapola-
ion equations 6a and 6b with zs replaced by zf:

S j
+�zm,zf� = W�zm,zm−1�S j

+�zm−1,zf� , �10a�

P j
−�zm,zf� = F�zm,zm−1�P j

−�zm−1,zf� , �10b�

To obtain the frequency-averaged reflection coefficients, we can
pply the same steps as we have for the imaging principle for shot-
ecord migration, which leads to

R̂ij�zm,zm� =
��

Pij
−�zm,zf��Sij

+�zm,zf��*

��
�Sij

+�zm,zf��2
, �11�

ith i ranging along zm and j now ranging along the level where fo-
using occurs, i.e., z = zf. The source and receiver components in
maging equation 11 are given by extrapolation equations 10a and b.
maging equation 11 contains source energy from all available shot
ecords, which illuminate the focal point, while imaging equation 7b
ontains energy from one shot only. Therefore, imaging equation
1is significantly more stable than imaging equation 7b, particularly
round the focal point.

The summation over shot records j in imaging equation 7c adds
ore angle information of the same reflector and illuminates some

xtra parts because of the differences in source and receiver coordi-
ates. Summation over migrated CFP gathers in imaging equation
1 adds more complete imaging results at different focal points
x j,zf�:

R̂�xi,zm� = �
j

��
Pij

−�zm,zf��Sij
+�zm,zf��*

��
�Sij

+�zm,zf��2
. �12�

f one can choose a smaller number of focal positions than the num-
er of shot records with the same image quality, a more efficient mi-
ration can be carried out.

The construction of a CFP gather from shot records is explained
y using numerical data based on the model shown in Figure 3a. The
umerical data are modeled with a fixed acquisition spread where
he source positions are defined at every receiver position �201 shot
ositions with �x = 15 m�. For the forward modeling of the data, an
coustic finite-difference algorithm is used.

The synthesis process for a focusing receiver with a focal point
efined at the synclinal interface at x = 0 and z = 950 m is detailed
n Figure 3 �the focal point is indicated with a black bullet in Figure
a�. The time-reversed focusing operator for the defined focus is
hown in Figure 3b. This operator is applied to all common-shot
athers available. Three different common-shot gathers with source
ositions at x = −495, x = 0, and x = 495 m are shown in Figure
c-e, respectively. Trace convolution along the time axis in the shot
athers, with the traces in the synthesis operator, gives the intermedi-
te synthesis results in Figure 3f–h. Note that in these intermediate
ynthesis results the bow tie of the syncline interface is still present.
ummation over all traces in these results defines one trace of the
FP gather �Figure 3i�. The most important contribution in the inte-
rated result is determined by the Fresnel zone related to the focal
oint. If the focusing operator is correct, then the operator time at the
ource position is identical with the event time in the CFP trace. The
ummed trace is placed in the CFP gather at the source position. By
arrying out the convolution and integration along the traces in the
ather for all shot gathers available, the CFP gather for focusing in
etection is constructed.

The events that are present in the shot record are also present in the
ntermediate synthesis result in Figure 3f–h. In Figure 3f, four events
re observed. The top event originates from the first reflector and can
e regarded as a noncausal event with respect to the focal point. The
vent containing the triplication originates from the syncline bound-
ry; the weak S-shaped event �indicated with ¯� originates from a
iffraction point �positioned at x = −750, z = 100 m�; and the last
vent originates from the deepest boundary. In the CFPgather shown
n Figure 3i, the reflection from the syncline �indicated by an arrow�
nd the deeper boundary are also visible. Because of the phase shift,
he response of the first reflector is present in the CFP gather at nega-
ive times. The complex bow-tie response of the second reflector in-
he shot record �Figure 3d� has been reduced to a simple hyperbolic
vent in the CFP gather.

Based on a collection of CFP gathers, a CFP-offset section can be-
onstructed by selecting a fixed offset from the focal point from ev-
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ery CFP gather. To construct these gathers, we
utilize the Marmousi data set, whose velocity
model is shown in Figure 4.

The Marmousi data of the Institut Français du
Pétrole is based on a complex geologic model
�Versteeg and Grau, 1991�. These data provide a
challenge for any migration method, even when
using correct velocities. The acquisition geome-
try is a marine type of acquisition �end of spread�
containing 96 geophone groups with a minimum
offset of 200 m and a receiver spacing of 25 m.
The modeled data contain 240 shots with a shot
spacing of 25 m.Asingle trace has a length of 4 s
with a sampling interval of 4 ms. The potential
hydrocarbon reservoir is positioned around x
= 7000m, z = 2500 m and can be recognized by
the horizontal levels in the turtleback structure.

The preprocessing for the Marmousi data set
was conducted in a two-step approach �Rietveld,
1995� in which the surface-related multiples and
the thin-layer reverberations were removed. The
missing near offsets were interpolated using a
common midpoint �CMP� interpolation tech-
nique. This preprocessed data set, including the
interpolated offsets, was also used as input for the
migration algorithms discussed below.

In Figures 5 and 6, CFP-offset gathers are com-
pared with shot-based offset gathers. The main
difference between the two sections is that in
shot-based offset gathers, the traces are single
fold: Only one trace out of a shot gather is used in
the offset gather. In the CFP-based offset gathers,
every trace has been constructed using all the
traces in a shot record. The CFP-offset gathers
therefore have a higher quality and are easier to
interpret. By choosing different focal levels, for
example, at z = 3000 m in Figure 6, deeper parts
of the model can be interpreted better.

Figure 7 compares shot-record migration with
CFP-gather migration. Note the difference in illu-
mination area �compare, in Figure 7, c with h and
d with i� when the source is placed at the surface
�shot based� or the deep subsurface �CFP based�.
It can also be seen that by using CFPgathers, a tar-
get-oriented approach around the chosen focal
points is possible. By using CFP and imaging
equations 8–11, it can be shown that the operator
F j�zs,zf� used to construct the CFP gather cancels
out in the final imaging result. This means that ve-
locity errors in F j�zs,zf� have no influence on the
image gather. Thus, one can choose any kind of
focusing operator as long as the source and re-
ceiver gathers used in the migration use the same
focusing operator.

CFP GATHER
MIGRATION EXPERIMENTS

Several imaging experiments have been car-
ried out to test and compare the image quality of

cus point re-
as the opera-
s each shot

at the source
d �h� �Fresnel
a shot record

P gather does
ng to simpler

e indicates a
igure 3. Construction of a CFP gather for focusing in detection. The fo
ponse has been indicated with an arrow in �i�, showing the same traveltime
or �principle of equal traveltime� in �b�. The focusing process transform
ecord in �c�, �d�, and �f� into one trace that is positioned in the CFP gather
osition of the corresponding shot record. The horizontal parts in �f�, �g�, an
ones� contribute to the result in �i�. Note that the CFP gather can be seen as
ith an areal source given by the focusing operator. Note also that the CF
ot contain multiarrival times: The spatial phase has been removed, leadi
igure 4. The velocity model used to model the Marmousi data set. The fram
otential hydrocarbon reservoir.
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FP-gather migration with conventional migration of shot records
n the presence of noise. For the migration and the construction of the
ocusing operators, different velocity models have been used to il-
ustrate the influence of velocity errors.

igure 5. Comparison between shot- and CFP-
ffset �focus depth zf = 300 m� gathers. The
FP-offset gather can be considered a reda-

umed data set where the receiver positions
ave been inverse extrapolated to z = 300 m.
ear the sea bottom, the CFP-based offset gath-

r has better quality than the shot-based offset
ather.

igure 6. Comparison between shot- and CFP-
ffset �focus depth zf = 3000 m� gathers. The
FP-based offset gather gives a better image of

he deeper subsurface than shot-based offset
athers. This favorable property is used in the
FP-based image gathers.
esults on the 2D Marmousi model

Figure 8 shows six conventional shot-record migration results.
or the left-hand side, pictures of all available shots are used, and for
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S278 Thorbecke and Berkhout
igure 7. Comparison between a migrated-shot
ecord �top� and a migrated CFP gather �bottom�.
a� A shot record and �b� its source wavefield. In
FP gather migration, the shot record �a� is re-
laced by the CFP gather �e�, and the source �b� is
eplaced by the focusing operator �f�. In this exam-
le, the focal point of the CFP gather is chosen at
f = 3000 m. Note the large difference in illumina-
ion between the image of shot-record migration in
c� and CFP gather migration in �h�.
igure 8. Conventional shot-record migration us-
ng different shot-sampling intervals ��xs�, and dif-
erent S/N ratios. For the migration, the correct ve-
ocity model has been used. The left figures are
ased on all 240 shots; the right pictures are based
n 60 shots. Views �a� and �b� are comparable in
mage quality; �e� and �f� are clearly different. Be-
ause of the use of all shot records, �e� has a better
eduction of noise than �f�.
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Depth migration using CFP gathers S279
he right-hand side, only one-fourth of the total shots are used. For
igure 8c and d, Gaussian noise is added to the input shot records
ith a signal-to-noise �S/N� ratio of two, and for Figure 8e and f,
ith a ratio of one. Figure 8a shows the full prestack-migration result
sing all 240 shots of the Marmousi data set ��xs = 25 m�. Figure 8b
hows the image for �xs = 100 m. The difference in image quality
etween Figure 8a and b can hardly be observed, but the computa-
ion time for Figure 8b is four times less. For the results based on the
oisy data, the effect of using fewer shot records is visible in a lower
/N ratio in the migration result. Compared to Figure 8e, Figure 8f
as a much poorer image quality.

Figure 9 shows the results for CFP-gather migration. The focal
oints are chosen at a depth of z = 3000 m, with different lateral dis-
ances between the focal points at that depth. For the left-hand-side
mages, 240 focal points are used ��xf = 25 m�; for the right-hand-
ide images, 60 focal points only ��xf = 100 m�. The migrations in
igures 8 and 9 are carried out with different noise levels added to

he input-shot records. Comparing the noise-added CFP-gather mi-
ration results of Figures 9 with the noise-added shot-record-migra-
ion results in Figure 8, the CFP-gather migration has a much better
/N ratio because the noise has been reduced already by Fresnel-
one stacking. The closer we approach the focal depth boundary
here zf = 3000 m�, the more effective this property is.

Related to these observations, one could design an operator so that
ll Fresnel zones for a certain focal area in the true model �whose ex-
ct position is not relevant� are present in the CFP gather. The
resnel zones present then are not summed up to an optimal stack,
ut at least they have a nonvanishing contribution in the CFP gather
nd hence this energy can be migrated.An example of such an opera-

igure 9. CFP-gather migration using different fo-
al-point sampling intervals ��xf� at z = 3000
, and different S/N ratios. For the focusing opera-

ors, the correct velocity model has been used. In
ontrast with Figure 8, �e� and �f� have comparable
uality. Using CFP, the noise reduction has already
aken place in the focusing step by Fresnel-zone
tacking; migration of fewer CFP gathers still gives
good S/N ratio.
or is an operator modeled in a very smooth velocity model. The
moothed velocity model has been made so that no multiarrivals oc-
ur in the one-way wavefields. The effect of using this operator in the
onstruction of a CFPgather is shown in Figure 10. The top part, rep-
esenting shot-record migration, shows that using this smoothed
odel breaks down the shot migration result; many unmigrated

vents observed as smiles are still present. The CFP operator �S j

SFj, Figure 10f calculated in this smoothed model looks very sim-
le compared to the one in Figure 7f. For the migration of the CFP
ather, the true model has to be used again to calculate the correct
mage. As stated before, as long as the CFP gather and its focal
ource are consistent, they may be based on a velocity model that is
ifferent from the true model. Compared to Figure 7h, the CFP-
igrated image in Figure 10h shows more imaged reflectors �for ex-

mple look at the area around x = 8000 m, z = 1000 m and compare
he zoomed-in part �g� of the CFP image�. Using this smooth focus-
ng operator, the CFP gather contains Fresnel zones of more reflec-
ors. In addition, the smooth focusing operator does not have one fo-
al point but, rather, a focal area.

The result of CFP-gather migration with operators modeled in a
mooth velocity model is shown in Figure 11. For these experiments,
he CFP gathers are constructed with an operator modeled in a
moothed velocity model, but the CFP-gather migration is carried
ut with the correct model.

An important difference between shot-record and CFP-gather mi-
ration can be observed in image gathers, constructed from migrated
hot records and migrated CFP gathers. The image gathers for the
FP-gather migration are constructed in a way similar to the way the

mage gathers build up from shots: Every migrated CFP gather con-
ributes to the image gather at a chosen lateral position.
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Figure 10. Migration carried out with an averaged �
300�300 m2 smoothing operator� velocity model.
�c� The image of the shot-record migration contains
many unmigrated events observed as smiles. In the
migration of CFP gathers, a different velocity mod-
el is used for the focal operator �f� and in imaging
�h�. For the computation of the focal operator, the
smooth model was used. For the CFP-gather mi-
gration, the true model was used. In the imaging
step, the focal operator is canceled out.
Figure 11. Migration of CFPgathers using different
focal-point sampling intervals ��xf� at z = 3000 m
and different S/N ratios. The velocity model to gen-
erate the focal operators and the CFP gathers has
been smoothed �300�300 m2 smoothing opera-
tor�. For the actual migration, the unsmoothed
model is used.
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The image gathers of Figures 12 and 13 show that the CFP-image
athers �right-hand side� have a better lateral continuity compared to
he shot-record image gathers �left-hand side�. Near the focal point
f the CFP gathers, at z = 3000 m in Figure 12 and z = 300 m in
igure 13, the lateral continuity shrinks because of the focusing of

he source energy. The S/N ratio in the image gather from CFP gath-
rs �pictures b and c in Figures 12 and 13� is higher and therefore bet-
er suited for velocity analysis. The summation over the Fresnel zone
educes the spatially incoherent noise. To reduce the coherent noise,
xtra Fresnel-zone filters could be applied. Note that in the CFP-
ased image gathers source-receiver reciprocity is considered.

The reflectors that are far from the focal point in the CFP-image
ather will have a S/N ratio comparable to that of shot-record migra-
ion. This is because at the focal point, the Fresnel zone stack is opti-

igure 12. Image gathers for shot-record migration �left panels� and
FP-gather migration �right panels� at x = 4000 m for different
oise levels. The focal depth for the CFP gathers is zf = 3000 m. As
xpected, the CFP-based image gathers have better continuity of the
vents and the S/N ratio is higher. The correct model has been used to
alculate the focal operators and to carry out the migration.
al �will have its largest lateral extent�. For all other points, this zone
ill be smaller, and consequently a smaller improvement of the S/N

atio.
CFP-image gathers can also be used for velocity analysis. Figures

4 and 15 show image gathers where an erroneous velocity model
as been used. The CFP gather shows the velocity errors more pro-
ounced, and errors can be followed at a larger lateral distance. For
he deeper events the shot-based image gathers in Figure 15 show
iscontinuities caused by the shallower parts in the model. In the
FP-based image gathers, these discontinuities are absent because

he shallow subsurface already was accounted for by the focusing
perator. By choosing different focal depths for the CFP-image
athers — at z = 3000 m in Figure 14 and z = 300 m in Figure 15 —
ifferent parts of the model can be analyzed in more detail.

igure 13. Image gathers for shot-record migration �left panels� and
FP-gather migration �right panels� at x = 7500 m for different
oise levels. The focal depth for the CFP gathers is zf = 300 m. The
FP-based image gathers have better continuity of events and the
/N ratio is higher. The correct model has been used to calculate the
ocal operators and to carry out the migration.
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S282 Thorbecke and Berkhout
CONCLUSIONS

CFP gathers are constructed from all available shot records and
re related to a focus in the subsurface. CFP gathers can be consid-
red as shot records generated by a focal source array and can be mi-
rated with a shot-record migration algorithm.

Focusing involves Fresnel zone stacking. Therefore, CFP gathers
ave a higher S/N ratio than shot records. Because focusing removes
patial phase from the data, CFP gathers contain simpler events than
he original shot record.

In a CFPimage gather, being based on migrated CFPgathers, each
igrated trace contains multifold data. The result is easier to inter-

ret than image gathers based on single-fold migrated field records.
ocal operators can be generated in a reference medium that may be
ifferent from the medium used in the migration process.

igure 14. Image gathers for shot-record migration �left panels� and
FP-gather migration �right panels� at x = 4000 m. The focal depth

or the CFPgathers is zf = 3000 m.Asmoothed version of the veloc-
ty model has been used in �b�, and an erroneous macro velocity

odel �−10% for all velocities� in �c�. The smooth and erroneous
odels have been used to calculate the focal operators and to carry

ut the migration.
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